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communication infrastructure intended to monitor and record
conditions at diverse locations. Commonly monitored
parameters are temperature, humidity, pressure, wind direction
and speed, illumination intensity, vibration intensity, sound
intensity, power-line voltage, chemical … Routing in a sensor
network consists of sending a message from the source to a
destination. Routes between two hosts in the network may consist
of hops through other hosts in the network.. This paper is about
multi-geocasting which is a routing protocol based on the position
of nodes. The geocast problem consists of sending a message from
a sink to all nodes located in a designated region called the
geocast region. In the multi-geocast, a message is sent from a sink
to all nodes located in multiple geoacst regions. An important
objective of geocasting and Multi-geocasting is to achieve
guaranteed delivery while maintaining a low cost. Guaranteed
delivery ensures that every sensor in a geocast region receives a
copy of
geoacsting message. Since sensors are generally powered by
batteries, the limited energy of sensors requires geocasting and
multi-geocasting to consume as less energy as possible. In
dependable Sensors networks, robust multi-geoacsting mechanism
may be necessary for the correct operations of many applications
that require to collect the identical information from multiple
regions and to deliver a packet to them. For example, a
monitoring system in hostile environments may need to send the
same advertisement to the sensors in several regions for changing
the sensing mode or interval. Sensor networks are expected to be
deployed in a wide range of environments including very hash
environment, therefore robust protocols (guaranteed delivery with
a low cost) should be able to cope with the different conditions,
such as irregular node distribution, gaps and obstacles. Many of
the current geocast and multi-geocast mechanisms become
unreliable under these conditions and robust multi-geocasting
algorithms that consider these environments need to be deployed.

ABSTRACT
Geocasting or Multi-Geocasting in wireless sensor network is the
delivery of packets from a source (or sink) to all the nodes located
in one or several geographic areas. The objectives of a geocasting
(multi-geocasting) protocol are the guarantee of message delivery
and low transmission cost. The existing protocols which
guarantee delivery run on network in which each node has an ID
beforehand. They are valid either only in dense networks or must
derive a planar graph from the network topology. Hence the nodes
may be adapted in order to carry out huge operations to make the
network planar. In this paper we consider anonymous networks.
To avoid this drawback, we adopt another strategy. Firstly each
node acquires a unique identifier in random ranging from 1 to n3
with high probability. Next we partition the network in multistage distributed clusters using Gerla & Tsai method. And finally
we derive geocast and multi-geocast algorithms that guarantee
delivery and that need less overhead with respect to the existing
protocols. They are also suitable for networks with irregular
distributions with gaps or obstacles.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A sensor network is a group of specialized transducers with a

1.1 Related Work
Flooding is the simplest approach to implement geocasting or
multi-geocasting. The sink broadcasts the packet to its neighbours
that have not received the packet yet, and these neighbors
broadcast it to their own neighbours, and so on, until the packet is
received by all reachable nodes including the geocast region in the
case of the geocasting and the different geocast regions in the case
of the multi-geocasting. The earliest work in the geoacasting was
proposed by Navas and Imielinski [7] in the context of internet.
Their approach integrates geographic coordinates into IP address.
It consists of sending the packets to all nodes within a geographic
area. They presented a hierarchy of geographically-aware routers
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in the geocast regions. However, this approach generates a huge
overhead and then high cost. Multi-geocast protocols that reduce
the size of the flooding were proposed in [14]. The scheme
proposed by the authors consists of two phases: interest
forwarding phase and data forwarding phase. To send interest
messages toward multiple regions, a sink first creates a shared
path between these regions based on the theorem of Fermat Point.
Then, according to this path, interest messages are delivered to
each target region. When each node located in a region receives
interest messages, it initiates the execution of local flooding
algorithm. In [3], the network is supposed to be partitioned
geographically.
Cellular-Based-Management
geographically
partitions the network into several disjoints and equally sized
cellular regions. A manager is selected in each cell to administrate
the cellular which has a unique Cellular-ID. The protocol then
creates a shared path for different destinations. Both protocols (
[3] and [14]) guarantee delivery of the packets only in a dense
network and do not guarantee delivery in a sparse network.

that can route packets geographically and use IP tunnels to route
through areas not supporting geographic routing. Each router
covers a certain geographic area called a service area. When a
router receives a packet with a geocast region within its service
area, it forwards the packet to its children nodes (routers or hosts)
that cover or are within this geocast region. If the geocast region
does not intersect with the router service area, the router forwards
the packet to its parent. If the geocast region and the service area
intersect, the router forwards to its children that cover the
intersected part and also to its parent. Ko and Vaidya [5]
proposed geocasting algorithms to reduce the overhead, compared
to global flooding, by restricting the forwarding zone for geocast
packets. Nodes within the forwarding zone forward the geocast
packet by broadcasting it to their neighbors and nodes outside the
forwarding zone discard it. Each node has a localization
mechanism to detect its location and to decide when it receives a
packet, whether it is in the forwarding zone or not (The localized
mechanism can be GPS or the techniques of ad hoc positioning
systems [11]). When the forwarding zone is empty, the node
floods the packet to all its neighbours. To ensure message
delivery, face routing was introduced in [9]. In face routing, a
planar graph derived from the network topology is used, and the
network area is partitioned into a set of faces. To transmit a
message from a source s to a destination t, the message goes
through the face intersecting the line segment st from s to t. If an
edge e on the boundary of the traversed face intersects with st and
the intersecting point is closer to t than to s, the face, which is
next to e and closer to t than the currently traversed face, is
traversed. This process is repeated until t is found. Face routing
ensures message delivery, but it might use long forwarding paths
[9]. To find a routing path close to the optimal path, the
Geographic –Forwarding-Geocast (GFG) was proposed in [13].
It has almost optimal minimum overhead and is ideal in dense
network. GFG uses the geographic information to forward packets
efficiently toward the geoacsat region. It consists of greedy
forwarding where perimeter routing is used by nodes outside the
region and nodes inside the region broadcast the packet to flood
the
region.
Geoagraphic-Forwarding-Perimetre-Geoacast
(GFPG) was proposed also in [15]. The algorithm solves the
region gap problem in sparse networks. This algorithm combines
geocast and perimeter routing to guarantee the delivery of the
geocast packets to all nodes in the region. The idea is to use the
perimeter routing once the geocast packet reaches a node in
geocast region to guarantee delivery of the packet to all the nodes
located in the geocast region. An internal node located in the
geocast region which has neighbours outside the region, initiates
the perimeter routing. The main difference between the algorithm
[13] and the one proposed in [15] is that external border nodes in
[15] also perform the right-hand based face traversals with respect
to all corresponding neighbors internal border nodes.
The authors in [10] proposed Virtual Surrounding Face (VSF). In
VSF, the geoacast region is constructed by ignoring the edges
intersecting the geocast region in a planar graph. By traversing all
the boundary nodes of VSF and performing restricted flooding
within the geoacsting region, all nodes are guaranteed to receive
the message.

Nowadays, some applications in wireless ad hoc or sensor
networks are made efficient by partitioning these networks into
clusters [1, 2, 3, 5]. Consequently complete distributed cluster
architectures are proposed mainly to settle a hierarchical routing
protocol. In existing solutions for clustering in ad hoc networks,
the clustering is performed in two phases: clustering set up and
cluster maintenance. The first phase is accomplished by choosing
some nodes to act as coordinators of the clustering process
(clusterheads). Then a cluster is formed by associating a
clusterhead with some of its neighbors (i.e. nodes within the
clusterhead’s transmission range) that become the ordinary nodes
of the cluster. Once the cluster is formed, the clusterhead can
continue to be the local coordinator for the operations in its
cluster. The existing clustering algorithms differ on the criteria for
the selection of the clusterheads. For example, in [1] and [5], the
choice of the clusterhead is based on the unique identifier, say ID,
associated to each node: the node with the lowest ID is selected as
clusterhead, then the cluster is formed by that node and all its
neighbors (see example of figure 1).

Figure 1.a. Topology of a MANET
Basagni [3] has been interested in either phases of the clustering
process under the common perspective of some desirable
clustering properties. Specifically, given the wireless mobile
nature of ad hoc networks, it is necessary for each ordinary node:
1. to have at least a neighboring clusterhead (this will allow fast
communications among any pairs of nodes), and

In the case of multi-geocasting problem, several disconnected
regions exist. The message will then be delivered from one source
to all hosts located in these regions. The flooding algorithm could
be executed by sending the message from the sink to all the hosts

2. to be affiliated with the “best” neighboring clusterhead.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section
presents the discovery of the acquisition of the IDs and the
discovery of the one-hop neighbors IDs. Section 3. describes in
details the geocast algorithm of this paper with simulation results.
Multigeocast algorithm comes in section 4. A conclusion ends
the paper.

3. Moreover the author did not want to have neighboring
clusterheads, so that the clusterheads are well scattered
throughout the network.
The first algorithm introduced by Basagni is the Distributed
Clustering Algorithm (DCA) which is a common generalization in
[1] and [5]. These previous approaches are generalized by
allowing the choice of the clusterheads based on a generic weight
(a real number  0) associated with each node: the bigger the
weight of a node is, the better that node is candidate for the role of
a clusterhead.

2. IDENTIFICATION OF NODES
2.1 The Occupancy Problem or the “Bins in
Balls” Problem

.

Assume that we have r balls and n cells. Distribute uniformly at
random balls one by one on the cells. The occupancy problem is
to find a probability that an arrangement occurs at the end of the
distribution, for instance: the cells have the same number of balls,
p cells are empty and so on (for more details see [4]. Since the
nodes are supposed to be indistinguishable, our present task is to
attribute them temporary distinct IDs. Since there are n nodes in
the network, this can be done simply by affecting to each node an
integer uniformly picked from the range [1; n3]. To reach this
goal, each node chooses uniformly at random an integer ranging
from 1 to n3. We then have the following theorem:
Theorem 1: Assume that there are n sensor nodes in the network
and that n is known. Then each node can get a unique ID, with

Figure 1.b. Clustering in function of nodes identifiers
The main advantage of this approach is that, by representing with
the weights the mobility-related parameters of the nodes, we can
choose for the role of clusterhead those nodes that are better
suited for that role. For instance, when the weight of a node is
inversely proportional to its speed, the less mobile nodes are
selected to be clusterheads. In consequence, the clusters are
guaranteed to have a longer life, and consequently the overhead
associated with the cluster maintenance in the mobile environment
is minimized. Although this algorithm can be used in the presence
of nodes’ mobility (using for instance, the periodical reclustering), the DCA is mainly suitable for ad hoc networks whose
nodes do not move or move “slowly” (“quasi-static networks). For
(possibly highly) mobile networks, Basagni introduces the
Distributed Mobility-Adaptive Clustering (DMAC) algorithm. By
executing the DMAC routines, each node reacts locally to any
variation in the surrounding topology, changing its role (either
clusterhead or ordinary node) accordingly.
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1.2 Our Contribution
This paper proposes a geocast and a Multi-geocast algorithms for
anonymous wireless sensor networks with guaranteed delivery of
packets from the sink to all nodes located in several geocast
regions. In our approach, each node acquires first a unique ID
randomly in [1, n3] ( n is the number of sensor nodes) and
discovers the IDs of its one-hop neighbors. Next the network is
partitioned into distributed clusters using the Gerla &Tsai [5] in
multistage way. Clearly the backbone of the network is partitioned
in its turn into cluster, and so on till a super-clusterhead. The
wireless nodes are equipped with localization technique that can
be GPS or the ad hoc positioning system (APS) [11]. Our
approach does not allow nodes to be complex: in the method
using the planar graph each node is capable to run a planarization
algorithm locally to choose the links (neighbors) that can be used
for forwarding the packet sent by the sink. Here a node does not
need to run such an algorithm. And finally we derive geocast and
multi-geocast algorithms that guarantee delivery and that need
less overhead with respect to the existing protocols.

2.2 The One-Hop Neighbors Discovery
Algorithm
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(SEARCH(Location_Geocast-Region, β)) to all su-clusterheads
asking them to tell him whether some nodes of their clusters lie on
the geocast region. This search message is accompanied by a
binary variable β.

It follows similar lines as in [12]. Once the temporary IDs
attributed, each node u of the graph has to discover all the nodes
at distance at most 1 hop from u. For any given node u of the
network, the protocol called Discover below allows to know, its
respective direct neighbors. This protocol appears to be extremely
useful since the nodes are deployed in random fashion and they
do not have any knowledge of their respective neighbourhoods.
In the following pseudo-code, N represents any known upperbound of the maximum degree of nodes and du the degree of an
arbitrary node u (notice that Nn).
Procedure Disvover_1Hop( )
Begin
For each node u, set L(u)=Ø
|------------ Discovering direct neigbhors ----------- |
For k from 1 to N3 do
With probability 1/du each node u transmits a message
containing its ID, weight and degree
For each node u, upon receiving any message m, store
its value in a local list
L(u)=L(u)∪{m}

Figure 2: An example of multi-stage clustering

End for

- Each clusterhead of the first stage sends the request to each
member of its cluster that determines by computation whether it is
in the geocast region or not. If it so it sets β to 1 and sends it
backwards together with its identifier to its clusterhead..
Otherwise no action is taken, which means that it is not in the
geocast region. Each sub-clusterhead registers the provenance of
the positive answer.

End
At the end a node has some information data from all its
neighbors at one hop.

3. A MULTI-STAGE CLUSTERING
GEOCAST WITH GUARANTEED
DELIVERY

- Each sub-cluster head sends back to the superclusterhead a
small packet (SEARCH(Location_Geocast-Region, β=1)) with β
set to 1.

We assume that each sensor node is equipped with the GPS or can
determine its location using the ad hoc positioning system ([11]).
Hence each node should know if it is in the geocast region or not.

3.1 Multi-Stage Clustering Phase
Firstly, partition the network into distributed clusters using the
Gerla & Tsai approach [5]. Consider the backbone formed by the
set of clusterheads. This backbone is partitioned in its turn into
clusters using the same clustering protocol. Continue this process
till a unique super clusterhead like in figure 2. Notice that two
neighboring clusterheds (or sub-clusterheads) are assumed to be
at one hop from each other.

3.2 Request Phase
When the sink wishes to send a request to all hosts located in the
geocast region, it floods a short packet (REQUEST( Message,
Locaion_Goecast_Region)) in the backbone. This short packet
contains the definition of the geocast region. All requests from the
network are firstly sent to the super clusterhead that is the only
unit to process or to take a decision on a request. Hence the
request packet travels from a clusterhead of the first stage till the
super clusterhead.

Figure 3: An illustration of geocast
Theorem 2: The above multi-stage clustering geocast algorithm
guarantees the delivery to all nodes in the geocast region.

3.3 The Broadcast Phase

After
receiving
the
message
REQUEST(Message,
Locaion_Goecast_Region)), the super clusterhead sends a search
message containing the definition of the geocast region

On receiving the answers the super clusterhead sends the request
message REQUESt(Message, β=1) to the sub-clusterheads that
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send back positive answers. This request travels from subclusterheads to su-clusterheads (which registered β to 1) till the
nodes which set β to 1 during the search phase (i.e. those in the
geocast region). In the illustrative example of figure 3
Proof: Assume that there is at least one node in the geocast
region that is not reached. Then this node has been disconnected
from the network that is no more connected. Therefore it is not a
sensor network

3.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we present simulations results of the clustering
and geocast algorithm. These benchmarks have been run on
OMNET++-3.3 on a rectangle of 1000 units × 1000units,
according to an uniform distribution. Our main issue, firstly, is
to determine the average number of clusters that our algorithm
can yield. And secondly, we wanted to plot the curve of the
average number of messages received by each node in the
geocast algorithm. Figure 4 shows the curve of the average
number of clusters. The number of clusters increases slowly with
the number of nodes.

Figure 5: Average number of overhead packets per node

4. A MULTI-STAGE CLUSTERING
GEOCAST ALGORITHM WITH
MULTIPLE TARGET REGIONS
In our former work [6] we also use the planar graph to bring a
solution to the geocast with multiple target regions (multigeocasting) in sparse or dense networks. Therefore we had to
consider complex nodes with consequent arithmetic modules.
This section follows similar lines as in section III. When the sink
wishes to send a request to all hosts located in different geocast
regions, it floods a short packet in the network. This short packet
contains the definition of the several geocast regions. It can also
send several requests one after another, each for a specific geocast
region.

Figure 4. Average number of clusters
We defined at the geocast region as a rectangle o 300 unit × 300
unit. The coordinates ranging X and Y from 700 to 1000. The
curve of the figure 5 below is plotted after the partial
identification of nodes.
As near as possible, we try to meet the same requirements as in
the simulation in [8] in order to compare practical performances.
The only Performance metric we use to compare our approach
with the adaptive forwarding zone in [8] is the Overhead of
geocast delivery. It is measured in terms of the number of geocast
packets received by the nodes. Figure 5 shows that our protocol
(dashed curve) performs better than the one in [8]. Furthermore, it
guarantees delivery. Indeed our protocol needs less overhead. This
is due to the fact that instead of using local flooding, the
broadcasted message follows a path which has established during
the search phase.

Figure 6: Geocast with three target regions

The geocast region can be a union of geographical regions of any
shape, however each region must be mathematical defined in
order to allow a node to know if it lies within the region or not (
see figure 6). A geocast region can also be defined as an
intersection of many mathematical well defined regions.

5. CONCLUSION
The main motivation of this paper is the presentation of
geocast/multi-geocast algorithms that do not require the self
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organization of the anonymous network in planar graph. We
derived geocast and multi-geocast algorithms that guarantee
delivery and that need less overhead with respect to the existing
protocols. They are also suitable for networks with irregular
distributions with gaps or obstacles. Our approach does not allow
nodes to be complex: in the method using the planar graph each
node is capable to run a planarization algorithm locally to choose
the links (neighbors) that can be used for forwarding the packet
sent by the sink. Here a node does not need to run such an
algorithm. To avoid this drawback, we partition the network in
multi-stage distributed clusters after the acquisition by each node
of a unique identifier. Secondly, we derive geocast and multigeocast algorithms.
However some open problems remain. The derivation from the
idea of this paper of fault tolerant algorithms, which guarantee the
delivery in presence of faulty nodes or links, is to be investigated.
Also, the derivation of energy-efficient protocol for these
problems is a challenge.
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